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INTRODUCTION
Paradigm shifts in engineering technology matter. We are witnessing a shift in product engineering technology
with an impact to design and business processes nothing short of stunning.

By Brett Harney

The Lean Engineering Paradigm Shift is an introspective look at how the landscape in 3D CAD is undergoing
a transformation that will ultimately generate substantial business result from one of the industry’s leaders
in Lean Engineering, and founder of LEANutopia, Mark Orzen of Clear Process Solutions. LEANutopia brings
together executives to explore digital transformation challenges, innovation demands and change management.
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AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Appreciating the impact of the tectonic shift in product
engineering technology
The Paradigm shifts in engineering technology matter. Going back to the early 1980’s we saw the first major leap
forward when AutoCAD® shifted us from designing products on paper to working on CAD, and then again in 1987
when Pro/ENGINEER came along with 3D parametric solid modeling on Unix® -Based CAD systems. SolidWorks®
then entered the arena in the mid 90’s and disrupted the market, changing everything. For the first time,
SolidWorks provided the opportunity to have CAD on every Windows Desktop at lower prices for everything from
software and hardware to services. As a result, SolidWorks forced a market shift that disrupted a very innovative
and time-constrained market. Today in 2018 the original SolidWorks founders are shifting that paradigm once
again with Onshape®, a Modern CAD platform that allows you to design anywhere, on any device, at any time.
To many in the manufacturing industry this change might seem like it’s quietly happening in the background.
The impact it will have on product design processes - and ultimately on real business results - is nothing short of
stunning.
Metrics like innovation quality, time to market and new product development (NPD) are critical in the product
lifecycle, yet many would argue they haven’t dramatically improved in 25 plus years. That makes the paradigm
shift, that Onshape now allows in CAD applications, exceptionally important. What Modern CAD represents is a
fresh start, a clean way of development – “Lean Engineering,” if you will.
When thinking Lean Engineering, think:
• Real-time collaboration where no files or check-in/out processes need to be managed
• No required hardware or servers and no software installations, upgrades and testing with
		 each release
• Fast, agile teamwork and rapid product innovation.
It is not only possible but now currently available for those who are willing to look forward verses back. We all
know that change can be tough, but often there’s just no other option.
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STAYING AHEAD OF THE CURVE
Change, Vision and Risk

As one of the first SolidWorks Value-Added Resellers in 1995, I took a chance launching a paradigm-shifting
movement from Unix-based 3D CAD to desktop Windows 3D CAD. My company, Progressive Computing Corp
(PCC) was a profitable, fast-growing CAD/CAM and FEA solutions company. We sold big pen plotters, SUN and
Silicon Graphics Unix workstations and $5K Tektronix® monitors (yes, $5K for a monitor!) along with their graphics
cards that cost nearly the same. That was 1995 and SolidWorks changed my 3D CAD business… practically
overnight!
The multiple market impacts SolidWorks (considered Microsoft Windows CAD) precipitated were immense.
Internally at PCC, our launch of SolidWorks meant we needed to move faster with more clients in less time, create
value-added solutions in different ways than a 5K monitor or pen plotter. From CNC (Computer Numerical
Control) to 3D-driven marketing catalogs and Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and rules-based engineering, we
transformed - and had to. We took the risk and faced the change head on. We had to find value-added ways to
stay relevant for our customers and we did it…. changing from a 3D software and hardware-based resource to
an art-to-part, 3D-solution-based culture working with companies like Swagelok®, Invacare® and many more in
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the Great Lakes region of the U.S. For our customers, this new SolidWorks platform was easier to learn and far
more affordable, creating new opportunities to extend the value of 3D. For PCC this shift in our business created
a blueprint to help our customers innovate faster, to connect manufacturing and marketing, sales and quality in
different ways then we had in years past. Change wasn’t just welcomed at PCC, it was embraced, enabling us to
continue adding value to a changing market.
Seemingly overnight, local schools like Lorain County Community College, Kent State University, Cleveland State
University and many others engaged with PCC to move from AutoCAD to SolidWorks curriculums. The new 3D
Windows desktop ecosystem was underway, and with it, PCC formed the first SolidWorks Ohio User Groups (MidSummer Tech Fair, SolidWorks Night Schools). SolidWorks clients boomed, prospering from the movement to a
lower cost, easier to use model of engineering innovation.
As this SolidWorks market expanded, PCC envisioned the new emerging market requirements that involved the
need to manage files and revisions. To address these needs, PCC launched a partnership with SmarTeam that
eventually grew into many other ventures for me that I will cover in future updates about the relevance of PDM
and PLM. PCC innovated and invested to become the first worldwide SmarTeam solutions center and reseller
partner, driving new PDM and PLM best practices that enriched manufactures with innovation, broader workflow
and collaboration value.
We were proud of the innovations around lean engineering that our customers quantified and how our cultures
evolved in adding a new PLM division to our 3D business. The SmarTeam journey ultimately culminated with PCC
becoming known as the top PDM / PLM solution center in the SolidWorks and Dassault® ecosystem. Our PLM
customer successes in the market ultimately led me to Kitzbuel, Austria as the voice of both the customers and the
PLM channel in helping Dassualt to rationalize the purchase of SmarTeam (post SolidWorks acquisition).
This PCC period of my life was gratifying beyond belief for many reasons. It was a time of bonding together with
like-minded PCC employees, and of course our customers, as we all rallied around these exciting paradigm shifts
in innovation. Microsoft® Windows was becoming popular and so was the drive for innovation from companies
across the country. This period of change helped shape who we would become for many years.
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ADVANCING LEAN ENGINEERING AND
INNOVATION IDEAS AND CULTURES
I had a chance to sit down with Dave Peace recently after his departure from Swagelok where he enjoyed a long
career in engineering and manufacturing process management. Dave spent much of his career at Swagelok
shaping their engineering and innovation processes and was instrumental in the original implementation of
SolidWorks with PCC in 1996.
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SolidWorks Founder & Swagelok, PCC get together.
Circa 1997 at the Cleveland Indians World Series.
Left to right Woody Gurley, Dave O’Connor, Jon
Hirschtick, Andrew Dougherty, Dave Peace (not
pictured is the photographer-me, Mark Orzen).
Jon caught the game ball from our loge seats.
Great time had by all.

As Dave and I were talking about innovation, implementations, normal resistance, and leadership challenges,
a favorite quote of his came to mind. Dave went on to say; “Do. Or do not. There is no try. “Star Wars fans will
of course recognize this as being a famous line from Yoda to Luke Skywalker. “, the message is that taking clear,
decisive action is what is truly important when leading innovation and change management.”
Yoda and this quote reminded me of the journeys some companies took in 1995-1997 when 3D Windows desktop
CAD was once perceived as being either risky, or something to dismiss as a skunkworks area of engineering.
Those who turned away were often run over by competitors who were quicker to go “all in,” embracing change and
radical thinking.
Looking back to SolidWork’s and the cultural risks, Dave mentioned that “SolidWorks was not only easier to use,
but also more affordable and more collaborative than other Unix based tools of the day. However, it was not a safe
bet back in 1996 when Pro/ENGINEER, Autodesk® and SDRC I-Deas Master Series were engineering staples. It was
new, a paradigm shift of desktop Windows CAD, and was culturally different in the form of what engineers felt
safe using. For Swagelok, it took a Yoda-like can-do attitude that helped us to shape a new culture of engineering
innovation.”
More recently, continuing to embrace Modern CAD paradigm concepts, Dave joined me again on April 10, 2018
at Kichler Lighting® to participate in the launch of the ERPlinc at the first Onshape User Group in the Great Lakes
region. Driving NPD and Lean engineering, our CPS ERPlinc application has recently been approved and certified
on the Onshape App Store and is the first and most affordable app that integrates Onshape with any ERP and or
PLM platform.
Like the way Swagelok was an early adapter (1996) in becoming an original SolidWorks customer, Kichler Lighting
was also a very large SolidWorks customer who announced (2018) their shift to Onshape as their new standard.
Talk about being flooded with memories! There I was being accompanied once again by Dave Peace and John
McEleney (former CEO of SolidWorks and now Co-Founder of Onshape) to Kichler Lighting, one of my current
customers who utilizes CPS for a variety of data analytics, lean data and digital transformation process initiatives.
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Left to right is Dave Peace formerly Swagelok
Engineering leader, Mark Orzen former CEO PCC
(SolidWorks Leading VAR) current CEO of CPS,
Rick Hawk, Business Process Director at Kichler
Lighting and John McEleney former SolidWorks
CEO & currently Founder / Board Member at
Onshape.

What a day to talk about paradigm shifts! The Onshape User Group meeting at Kichler Lighting was wonderful,
widely attended by many local manufacturing companies, half of whom are currently using Onshape. My
prediction is that the old markets of on-premise CAD will rapidly deteriorate along with PDM platforms both
replaced by integrated, cloud-CAD technologies, that enable real-time collaboration, teamwork and efficiencies.
My predictions for Onshape are record shattering in terms of subscriptions, impact to NPD and lean engineering
results.
The Kichler Lighting value proposition around Lean Engineering has been nothing short of astounding, some
highlights listed below:
• Costs associated with old CAD server requirements, the PDM platform, and licenses have been slashed.
•

Major savings are now gained from faster iterations without 3D check in or check out.

• Additional savings were realized by integrating 3D CAD with the ERP system without cumbersome PLM or
		 PDM Workflow, driving autonomy for users in Kichler’s extended Engineering Change Request process.
• New Product Development times are projected to be reduced by months, and the solution approach of
		 this initial effort will provide savings in the millions.
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ONSHAPE’S TECHNOLOGY SHIFT

similar to the impact of Google, Salesforce.com,
Tesla, and Onshape
In my view, Onshape, known as “Modern” or “Cloud” CAD, is on pace to be compared to the advent of the Internet,
Google® Search and the likes of Tesla® when it comes to innovative, game-changing innovations. Today’s agilityminded companies are focusing on time-to-market, outpacing competitors who continue to rely upon on-premise
software and old CAD processes. Moving to a technology like Onshape facilitates the next evolution in how rapidly
and effectively companies can innovate product design and improvement. That is an important piece of the
puzzle but the beginning of the cycle from ideation to creation.
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Being the Founder of Clear Process Solutions (CPS) provides me a relevant engineering-based reminder to believe
in lean data, innovation and to emphasize the importance of change. My team is consistently working to stay
associative and relevantly valued-added to this paradigm shift in engineering innovation.
CPS is in the unique position to both help companies transition to Onshape, as well as to streamline Lean
engineering / manufacturing and enterprise data to on-premise and Cloud systems such as ERP, CRM and
PLM. This connection of engineering activity to the production and delivery of products is a critical backbone of
manufacturing. The CPS Onshape ERPlinc solution is a low cost, high yield gift to addressing lean data information
sharing from modern CAD with any ERP or PLM system.
Along with ERPlinc, CPS provides many relevant digital transformation solutions to today’s agile-minded consumer
and is a market leader enriching business process workflow and dashboards for many of the largest companies in
the world. We are called partners and process trusted advisors by Swagelok®, Raytheon®, Rockwell Automation®,
Moen®, Carhartt®, Pfizer®, HDT®, Cooper Tire®, Flowserve®, Kraft Heinz®, Kichler Lighting®, CREE®, and many other
firms around the world. Although we started digitally automating process around any ERP, PLM system and
certain SAP customers, our solutions benefit companies in any industry of any size in any geography. Our staff
works from their home offices in every Continental US time zone, covering seven states.
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THE ADVENT OF LEANUTOPIA INNOVATION
IDEAS AND VISION WITH HUMANITARIAN
IMPACTS
One of the more important priorities we established during the first year of CPS was the formation of LEANutopia.
The concept was around bringing executives together to explore digital transformation challenges, innovation
demands and change management while also focusing on team-building and engaging in a spirited way to give
something back.
The first event was held at Moen’s world headquarters and included executives from leading companies around
the United States. LEANutopia speakers shared real world process ideas, value stories and technology and
cultural bottlenecks. The participants were treated to a team-building concept that culminated in artwork which
still hangs in the halls and welcome areas of the Ronald McDonald® House.
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LEANutopia in 2018 is being refreshed around Digital Process and Innovation ideologies but still holds on to its
roots that people, charities and change management is at the heart of rapid innovation. The group is excited
to expand the conversation to Lean Engineering and Modern CAD and to integrate these concepts within an
impactful philanthropic endeavor.
The next LEANutopia event is scheduled on September 20, 2018 at Glenmoor Country Club in Canton, Ohio and we
are very excited to have leading innovators share process use cases, cultural approaches to change management,
and advice around innovation.
It is an amazing and gratifying experience when business and personal worlds collide in a way that creates
value beyond the bottom line of an organization. LEANutopia fosters ideas and openly shared concepts around
innovation and teamwork. In the end, as much as CPS is often the delivery arm of these amazing lean enablement
solutions, LEANutopia helps us get the word out in balanced and customer-oriented ways.
Philanthropically, CPS has again partnered with Matt Campana who helped us with the Ronald McDonald charities
as part of LEANutopia’s kick off at Moen many years ago. This time it’s around “Hands of Gratitude” where Matt’s
team facilitates corporate team building efforts for recipients around the world in need of prosthetic hands.
At LEANutopia in Sept 2018, we will showcase how we are engaging innovative technologies to configure improved
prosthetic hands, integrate with ERP or PLM and drive all designed components to 3D printers, later assembled for
delivery to adults and children in Honduras and around the world.

The team at CPS at our Delivery Summit where
Matt Campana facilitated our team building
program, assembling prosthetic hands for
recipients in Honduras.
Very gratifying for sure!
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So, what is the connection? If you think about the way needed prosthetics can be designed and delivered more
efficiently all sorts of possibilities arise. With Onshape, models can be created to meet the needs of recipients.
With 3D printers, the Onshape CAD model and corresponding data can be shared with printers in any location to
output the components.
There are hundreds of thousands of people in need of prosthetic devices. In India alone, there are over 20,000
people PER YEAR who become amputees. Sometimes when you flip an idea that works in one aspect of life
(business) and apply to another aspect of life (philanthropy), amazing things can happen. In this case, Hands of
Gratitude and CPS/Onshape took a basic 3D model for assembling and put a little twist on it to help people in
need.

With a little creativity, just imagine
what positive effects on the world
the collaboration of technology and
philanthropic efforts could cause.

The opportunities
are endless!

Learn more about LEANutopia
at leanutopia.com

www.clearprocesssolutions.com
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